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The Canberra Model Railway Club Inc. Newsletter 

June 2019 

 

NEXT MEETING 
Due to the restrictions imposed by the COVID pandemic, all club meetings are cancelled 
until further notice. 
 
The Committee is currently working with UCHS to determine the method and timing of our 
return to the clubroom. 
 

Best wishes to all – stay well, stay safe. 
 

====================================================================== 
 

UNIVERSITY OF CANBERRA HIGH SCHOOL MENTORING GROUP – By Chris N 
CMRCI members provide a mentoring service for students at the University of Canberra 

High School in Kaleen (where the club’s room is located).  The activity involves providing 

practical, hands-on experience in hobby-style carpentry and wiring for railway projects and 

includes planning and operation of layouts using DCC systems.   

Mentoring has been ongoing for eight years and club members spend one afternoon a week 

with students from years 7 to 10 in a dedicated room in the school.  Students can either self-

nominate or are selected by the school for involvement in the program.” 

Even though activity has been suspended during the current Coronavirus lock-down, 
planning is still underway for this year’s project.  The students are building a diorama style 
layout consisting of two modules 1.8 metres by 60 cm, joined to provide a 3.6-metre-long 
landscaped zone.  Previously built returns and fiddle yards will go behind the diorama.  Each 
year, we try to introduce the students to some new technology for inclusion in their layout, 
and this year we are using Arduino microcontrollers to control ambient lighting, as well as 
street, building and house lights, and railway signalling.   
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One of the more interesting aspects of the project is the inclusion of a football stadium in one 
corner.  HO scale players and spectators have been painted by some of the students, and 
we have produced lighting towers using surface mounted miniature LEDs to light the ground.  
There will also be a scoreboard built into the landscaped stadium.   
 
There are literally hundreds of modules, displays and sensors available for use with 
Arduinos.  The display being used for the scoreboard is a small 84 by 48 pixel black and 
white LCD screen that was originally used in Nokia cell phones.  The display together with its 
surround measures 4 cm by 3 cm and can display text and graphics in many user-defined 
formats.  The configuration being used for the scoreboard has standard font size, with six 
rows of fourteen letters of text.  Part of the mentoring function will be to assist the students to 
write the sketch (Arduino code) to activate the display, and possibly even make it interactive 
with the time sequencing used for the ambient lighting on the modules.   
      
 
 

 
Guess who’s winning! 
 
For those who are interested in using the small Nokia display in their own projects, details of 
its incorporation and programming can be found at the website create.arduino.cc/projecthub/ 
and searching for “interfacing Nokia 5110 lcd with Arduino” 
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STRUCTURES – By AndrewS 
Letting the world's worst handyman loose on train scenery is a gamble but seems to have 
paid off.  My two latest ventures were card based and required substantial construction and 
strengthening work.  The service station tested my fine motor skills. 
 

 
The service station 
 

 
I have a bit of a drinking problem with the pub. the cans are so small I can’t get the ring pulls 
off.  Gone to draft beer - might make .02 by next year. 
 
=====================================================================  
 
 
A member of Parliament to Prime Minister Disraeli:  "Sir, you will either die on the gallows or 
of some unspeakable disease." 
 
    "That depends, Sir," said Disraeli, "whether I embrace your policies or your mistress." 
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THE ADVENTURE OF RETURNING TO AUSTRALIA By Hardy P 
 
The following article is not related to model railways at all, but it is a reflection of our times 
and how it affects us as individuals.  Well written and well worth a read.  Thanks Hardy. 
 
After a very relaxing five days on Kauai Island, Hawaii and three most enjoyable weeks in 
Phoenix, Arizona, all with our son and family it was time to return to Canberra. We would not 
choose Phoenix as a place to live but we have been visiting our son there around 
February/March each year for the last 15 years.  
 
A difference this year was the changes due to COVID-19. Mid-stay Qantas and Jetstar 
cancelled all flights back to Australia from Honolulu, our usual stop over. So, we left three 
days early on a United Airlines flight from San Francisco to Sydney. We arrived in Sydney on 
31 March at 7.45am and were destined to enjoy free government hospitality/quarantine for 
14 days. Hopefully in a Five Star hotel with balcony views of the harbour. Well, no, on the 
19th floor of the Five Star Marriott in Pitt Street with a sealed window and views of high-rise 
building in a city devoid of car and foot traffic. 
 
Disembarkation in Sydney, after 23 hours travel, was delayed by hour and a half while 
biosecurity officers emptied several cans of aerosol spray throughout the aircraft and waiting 
for passengers from earlier flights to be processed. After another two and a half hours under 
close supervision we had passed through medical checks, immigration, baggage claim, 
customs and on to buses. Passengers in wheelchairs and aircrew went to the head of the 
queue, while a young woman with a babe in arms and two other small children remained in 
the queue. You can imagine her struggle trying to keep masks on the children without any 
assistance. An airport staffer assisting with her cabin baggage simply stood there on her 
phone or looking quite bored! No one else could leave the queue to help either. The queue 
stretched for miles with one and a half metre gap between passengers. Masks were 
required.  
 
Passenger processing was most inefficient with numerous airport officials, police and military 
spread along the way offering a “welcome home” or “welcome to Sydney” but not much else 
to do. Granted it was early days since Federal Government decisions on quarantine were 
made. (More recent TV coverage shows improvements.) After temperature checks, 
questions from health officials, immigration and customs, we were shepherded by numerous 
police and military staff to a long queue, again keeping social distance and with masks on, to 
wait for buses to city hotels. It still took half an hour to start loading passengers once buses 
arrived! 
 
On arrival at the hotel at 12 noon, a senior NSW police officer boarded the bus and 
explained the restrictions on our movements. His opening words “we know you’re not 
criminals” didn’t augur well for our stay! Next the hotel manager told us the 600-bed hotel 
had been closed for lack of tourists and staff put off. He and two others were the only staff. 
He was under pressure to re-employ staff. (Later we were told 400 travellers arrived the 
previous day and we were part of another 300!) We would have three meals a day from a set 
menu at no cost. We could receive food packages from delivery services and relatives but 
no alcohol or perishable. (Within a short space of time, NSW police changed this to no food 
packages.) Laundry would be done away from the hotel at no cost. (This was soon changed 
to no laundry service and later to $35 for a 5kg bag of washing.) The manager pointed out 
the front desk could deal with any concerns we had, adding there was only one person to 
answer the phone and really not to bother! 
 
After identifying ourselves at the NSW police desk at the front of the hotel and being 
allocated a room, a soldier ushered us to our room. He had a one-use only key and left with 
the key once we were safely in the room. Trying to leave our room and would have been 
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pointless as all the passageways were patrolled by military, police or later hotel security 
guards watching our every move. 
 
So much for a 5 Star hotel. Our room was rundown and would be lucky to be 3 Star. Even 
water from the shower had to run uphill to the drain. Other than feeling incarcerated, the 
quality and quantity of food was the issue. Lunch after we arrived came at about 3.00pm. It 
was a small bowl of lettuce salad, a piece of chicken and some shaved cheese. “Dinner” that 
night didn’t even arrive!!!! Continental breakfast next morning was 3 small pastries (we never 
eat them), butter and a small cube of apple juice. 
 
Next morning breakfast was lukewarm scrambled eggs, three small sausages, half a cooked 
tomato and a small bread roll. Of course, the juice from the half tomato thoroughly wet the 
brown cardboard box in which the breakfast was served! There was nothing to wipe up with. 
 
Sodden brown cardboard boxes and near cold food were features of meals for the rest of the 
14 days. Meals were delivered by staff or military personnel who signalled delivery by 
knocking on the door. Whenever we opened the door the meal was on the floor and the 
passageway deserted. Basically, the food was horrible (disgusting was Helen’s word). Heart 
attack stuff with far too much meat, salt, sugar and virtually no vegetables or fruit. 
 
Before breakfast (7-9am) each day we did our best to exercise in the 5x4 meters room, 
around a king-size bed, a small cupboard with hanging space and some shelves, a unit with 
a few drawers and an empty bar fridge, a small coffee table, two chairs and a small desk. 
Not easy. The room had an electric jug and iron but no toaster or microwave. Coffee, tea 
and long-life milk were supplied but the front desk had to be asked to replenish those. 
 
On the evening of day two I was able to contact the front desk and was told that NSW police 
had decided we could now receive packages from outside the hotel. Also, contrary to what 
we were told on arrival, we had to use the hand-basin for washing. No washing detergent 
was supplied so we had to use the little bottle of shampoo supplied in hotel rooms. 
 
Finally, on day three (2 April) a communique from management was placed under the door 
(full of warnings about penalties and jail if we disobeyed the rules) giving us a hotel contact 
email and phone number. Helen wrote telling them they had a duty of care to feed us 
nutritious food in accordance with standards set out by the Australian Government. The front 
desk actually responded with a phone call. I took the call and was convinced the chap on the 
other end had never heard of ‘nutritional guidelines. He said he could not make any 
promises. Anyway, the upshot was that the following morning our breakfast consisted of 
plenty of cereal, including Weetbix, milk, yogurt, apples and some small buns with jam. The 
change lasted one day! Lunch was disappointing - a small serve of fried rice with a trace of 
vegetable matter mixed through. It was dry, flavourless and cold.  
 
The Red Cross rang that day asking after our health. The lady listened to our concerns and 
offered to follow up. Her nearly daily calls were very comforting. It soon became clear she 
was well aware many residents had complained about poor quality food, lack washing 
powder, the desire to receive care packages from friends and relatives as well as hot meals 
and other supplies from various delivery services and supermarkets. As we found out later 
the on-site nurses also had heard nothing but complaints. 
 
Changes continued in reaction to the complaints and external representations, including 
from the Red Cross. Finally, food packages were permitted but no “prohibited goods”. 
Delivery of hot food was discouraged as there was no guarantee it would be inspection at 
the police post and arrive hot at a resident’s room. The police decided the hotel could sell 
alcoholic drinks and friends or relatives could bring in one bottle of wine a day.  
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We are indebted to Helen’s two siblings in Sydney for delivering us decent muesli, yogurt, 
milk, newspapers, fresh vegetables, fruit, bread, cheese and biscuits, nuts, red wine, salads 
and other items that helped to supplement or totally replace hotel meals. They also supplied 
metal cutlery (the hotel provided plastic), thick plastic bowels and plates, bath soap, tea 
towels, paper towel rolls, dishwashing and washing detergents, cloths to wipe surfaces and 
a much-valued dustpan and brush. Unbeknown to us, one delivery included two bottles of 
wine. We thought the hotel must be buttering us up when the second bottle arrived at the 
door next day! Police delivering packages reminded us of the one bottle a day limit and were 
full of sympathy for us. The hotel did supply clean linen after seven days and towels when 
we asked. How travellers with no such support survived I don’t know.  
 
Basically, we both stayed well but I was a bit fragile and nauseous after a week. That was 
not a symptom of the virus and, to me, it was my body rejecting all the sugar, salt and fatty 
food. I contacted the resident medical staff in the hope of obtaining some plain, simple 
wholemeal bread and some Vegemite. Guess what was for breakfast next morning for both 
of us? 
 
After contacting the medical staff, they insisted we have Covid-19 swab tests. The results 
were negative. The only symptom we had was being over 70! We kept our sanity with phone 
calls and Skype and Zoom sessions with close family and a few friends. 
 
The same food continued throughout the second week. But our situation seems no better or 
worse than those at other hotels, judging from the TV interviews of travellers on release after 
their 14 days in quarantine. Whether hotels’ reputations take a hit on the back of the 
constant stream of complaints about food and service remains to be seen. It is scurrilous 
that TV and other media presenters describe the hotels involved in this badly planned 
exercise as 5 Star. Hotels that had not been closed down before the virus took hold and the 
quarantine process set up were probably better than ours. 
 
Our departure was on Easter Monday. NSW police organised buses to the domestic terminal 
between 4.00am and 10.00am but didn’t publish a schedule. Of course, we got through the 
departure process five minutes after a bus had left. The next bus was an hour later. With a 
big sigh of relief to have survived the ordeal, we got a taxi to the airport and hired a car to 
drive to Canberra. 
 
To us the whole quarantine process was not well planed – speed was the essence. The 
hotel was totally unprepared for the influx of some 700 returnees. Had the hotels been given 
a bit more notice the outcome for the unfortunate returnees might have been much better. 
As a friend suggested, it would save taxpayers a bomb if we could have been in isolation at 
home. 
 
“Welcome to Sydney” 
 
Hardy Palethorpe 
 

====================================================================== 

 
FROM VOLKER 
I saw this joke in the Peter Fitzsimons’s Sun Herald Column the other day relevant to the 
Captain Cook celebrations and thought members might find it as amusing as I did. 
 
During the Endeavour’s great voyage up the east coast of Australia in 1770, James Cook 
has been naming everything after himself: Cooktown, Cooks River, Cook Reef. The list goes 
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on and on, much to the chagrin of the aristocratic botanist on the voyage, Joseph 
Banks.  One day, the two are ashore, marvelling at the strange wildlife, when they see and 
hear a previously unknown bird.  It’s a bit like a Kingfisher but with a strong beak and a 
strangely magnetic laughing cry.  Banks, as ever, wants to name it a “Banksoburra” but 
Cook, as ever, overrules him... 
 
====================================================================== 
 
TRAINS – EASY TO MAKE MODELS – From MichaelC  
I found an old Book given to me some years go called “Trains a complete history with 50 
easy to make models”. 
 

 
 The book in question.   
  
The book starts with an introduction on when the idea started. 
 
It goes through details of what came first and when it was built.  
 
The Romans built wagons to a standard gauge that could roll along ruts in stone roadways. 
This meant that heavy loads could be moved with speed and stability.  
 
Wooden rails were being built by the 1500’s and iron rails by the 1700’s and wagons were 
hauled by horses.  
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The first steam engines were developed at this time.  The railway age begins in 1804 when 
the Trevithick Pen Y Darren was built and used to haul 5 wagons carrying just over 9,000 Kg 
of iron and 70 men from an ironworks to Abercynon in Wales. 
  
The book provides detailed history of each model and when built.  I have built 26 of the 
models so far.  
 
Construction  
Before any gluing could be done, I had a number of steps to do.  I used a good quality super 
glue found at Bunnings. 
 
Firstly, I had to make sure all the fold lines were correctly indented, or the model would not 
be able to be built correctly. 
  
Next, I devised a way of forming the round tank for the steam loco’s that was uniform. Using 
a round object the size of say 1/2inch wooden dal helped 
  
I found that a percentage of the models were incorrectly printed so that caused some minor 
adjustments i.e., tab locks and wheel blocks. 
  
Some of the more advanced engine had a number of overlaps to form curved fronts, which 
took some manipulations to complete.  
  
Once I fixed these it was a matter of matched corresponding sections and gluing each 
section separately before fitting each together. 
  
Each engine had different ways to finish their assembly, but the end result was the same. 
  
I will probably make a display cabinet and fit somewhere over my layout in the shed 
  
 
 

 
The models built so far 
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Models of the earliest locomotives 

 

  
And the next generation 
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CYBER SECURITY 
Can I make a suggestion?  If you email the membership as a group, maybe it would be a 
good idea to send the message BCC.  That way our membership list of names and email 
addresses are not broadcast over the internet.  I have been hacked once and it is not a 
pleasant experience. 
 
I am also a culprit – on occasions I have emailed this newsletter, announcements and 
messages to members on an open address list.  My apologies for that; I am trying to make 
sure that I don’t forget in future.  
 
Ed. 
 

 

JOHNW 
  

 
Not sure what John W found in his coffee, but evidently, he didn’t like it much! 
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BUILDING THE SURFACE OF A COMBINED RAIL/ROAD BRIDGE By Phil Y (the 
younger) 
 
Here is an inexpensive / easy way to construct a road 
surface containing a rail line.  After much discussion with 
clubman Ron G about how I could create a suitable 

surface using 
various plastics of 
different 
thicknesses, I 
came across this 
Corflute sheeting at 
Bunnings. The 
3mm thickness 
was just right and 
cheap (less than 
$5.00). 

Here is a picture of the bridge showing what I was trying 
to achieve. 
 
 
Step 1:  I created sections across the bridge using the 
leftover pieces of a building kit (those connectors of the 
various pieces), placing them over parts of sleepers (to a 
height equal to the track height (see picture at right) 
 
 
 
 

Step 2:  Now for the Corflute.  I cut the sheet to 
fit the outer sections with the holes 
perpendicular to the track. Then using a Stanley 
knife, I cut the sections so they could go over 
the sleepers (using a track setter as a guide).   I 
then sliced half the thickness of the Corflute 
away using the Stanley knife (see left picture).  I 
then used a pair of scissors to “fine tune” the 
track side edge of the section. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Step 3:  I painted all the sections (to indicate wood in my case). 
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Step 4 I reinforced the outer sections using matches.  They fitted the holes as though they 

were meant to go there.  Note my recycling!).  I then glued the outer sections to the bridge 
using PVA glue.  
 
Step 5: The inner sections (between the rails) were slightly more difficult in their cutting. The 
sections were cut with the holes parallel to the track and sliced through the centre leaving a 

“corregated” edge underneath (by 
doing it this way made the gluing to 
the sleepers easier).  I trimmed each 
section using scissors as they 
needed spacing between the rails for 
the trains to pass.  I glued these 
sections to the top of the sleepers 
using Selleys Quik Grip.   
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
I was reasonably happy with the 
result, AND my train ran over it. 
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MODEL BUILDING IN SPENDID ISOLATION – By RonG 
It is amazing how a bit (a BIG bit) of social isolation can produce a burst of modelling, 
especially of tasks that have been put aside for “later.” 
 
I have several projects “on the go” at present, so little segments are done on each to provide 
variety, and the little increments all add up. It nearly (I said “nearly”) makes a person wonder 
why things weren’t tackled before this period of enforced “staying at home.” 
 
The RUB air-conditioned cars that were so comfortable to travel in were a big improvement 
on the earlier non-air-conditioned timber-sheathed cars that were around for decades, and 
especially in my childhood & youth. I bought the RUB kits at attractive prices at one of the 
Lyneham Hockey Centre exhibitions, and they sat in a box of kits for many years to be built 
“when I had time.” Well, I’ve got time now. 
 
The kits were produced by Casula Hobbies, and I’ve been told by Joe that he hopes to have 
another run of the kits produced towards the end of this year. If they interest you, and (like 
me) you can’t stump up the price of the ready-to-run models that are available, give Joe a call 
to check when they might become available: (02) 9602 8640. 
 
Sydney Hobbies make kits for detailing the interior of the passenger cars, so I have started 
with a 1st class sitting car and sprayed an acrylic grey primer on the castings (having first 
cleaned off any “flash” and sanded any spots requiring treatment.) 
 
The 1st class sitting car seats are being painted with Vallejo Model Colour 70.838 acrylic paint, 
an emerald green, from Super Toy world at Fyshwick. Dan, at that store, was very helpful and 
arranged to mail the required acrylic paints to my home. 
 

 
 
 
I needed a tan colour for the interior walls, and fortunately my friend Peter visited that store & 
purchased a can of Humbrol enamel (can’t go through the post) that looks to be just right for 
the task. The lid has a colour patch and is labelled “Gloss 9”. Thanks Peter! 
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The seats will need a second coat and then I can fabricate the interior walls using the strip of 
styrene sheet supplied. In the photo, you will note the diagram that Sydney Hobbies provides 
to help with correct placement of the interior fittings. 
 
Another regular task is the fabrication of the timber bridge to enable my branch line trains to 
reach the terminus station. The terminus is already built, as is the intermediate station. All that 
is needed is levitation, or Evil Knievel’s nephew as the loco driver, or building a bridge. I chose 
the latter. 
 
So far (see photo) two of the four required timber trusses have been fabricated. The timber is 
cut and stained with my proprietary mixed ink stain dissolved in isopropyl alcohol and allowed 
to dry before gluing in place. I have used “Titebond” wood glue, with a little C.A. gel later on 
a few key joints. My North West Shortline “Cutter” tool has been greatly appreciated for the 
fiddly & repetitive cutting tasks. 
 

 
The timber trusses 
 
As the bridge moves towards completion (still a long way off), I have been thinking about the 
landforms underneath it. I really don’t want to glue foam and pour resin on my sealed 
chipboard benchtop. I’m thinking that plywood on top of the chipboard might make a better 
base, and it would enable me to hide the foundations for each of the supporting trestles. 
Design sketches are under way. 
 
So, what are my fellow club members doing in their enforced self-isolation? Why not share 
some reports and photos for the next Bulletin? 
 

 
 

 
Q: Is it common for 70-plus year olds to have problems with short term memory 
storage? 
 
A: Storing memory is not a problem. Retrieving it is the problem. 
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THE JIG IS UP!! By RonG 
As a follow up to the above article, Ron has added the following piece on the use of jigs. 
 
The timber bridge for the branch line is progressing at a pleasing rate. The sleepers are being 
added to the top deck, but several aids were required to ensure accuracy in placement. 
 
I found that I either needed extra hands, or some jigs to assist me in accurate placement of 
each sleeper. 
 
To ensure that the main timber girders stayed at the correct spacing, I made to (rather rough, 
but workable) scale timber aids. I made a simple spacer guide by making two cuts in a piece 
of timber, removing sufficient timber from each cut to allow it to sit comfortably but firmly over 
the two girders. 

 
The second spacing guide was made by gluing a short section of timber to a longer piece, so 
that the short piece fitted snugly between the main girders. I used this in conjunction with the 
first jig. 
 
The third simple aid to accuracy and uniformity required a length of scale timber, the same 
width as the overhang of the sleepers on the bridge deck, to be glued to a piece of styrene 
sheet. I hold the jig next to the main girder and move the sleeper that I am fitting so that the 
sleeper fits up against the raised piece of styrene sheet. Simple and easy, but it works well. 
 
Not only do each of these simple and rough (but accurate) jigs work and keep everything in 
place, but they did not cost anything – I used small pieces of materials that I already had on 
hand. 
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====================================================================== 
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HISTORY CORNER  
These photos, from the State Library of Victoria show a VicRail B-Class locomotive model on 
a float in the 1954 Moomba parade in Melbourne. First photo is outside Flinders Street 
station and the second in Swanston Street. 
 
 

 

 
Does anyone know what scale the loco is?  Certainly not HO. 
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President: Bob Morton 
Secretary: Peter Amey  
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